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THE LIGHT. MAYBE IT WAS THE LIGHT. 

The thought shimmies into my sleep-starved brain, strutting with the 

awkward bravado of a tweedy classicist on crack. Yes, I think, blinking 

away the hours of stale Boeing air, the light. 

Most light doesn’t do much for me. It’s nice, don’t get me wrong. Pref- 

erable to darkness, sure, but strictly utilitarian. Not the light in Greece. 

Greek light is dynamic, alive. It dances across the landscape, flickering 

here, glowing there, constantly and subtly shifting in intensity and qual- 

ity. Greek light is sharp and angular. It’s the sort of light that makes you 

pay attention, and as I would soon learn, paying attention is the first step 

on the road to genius. As I glance out my taxi window, shielding my eyes 

from the painfully bright morning sun, I can’t help but wonder: Have I 

found a piece of the Greek puzzle? 

I hope so, for it is a daunting puzzle, one that has stumped historians 

and archaeologists, not to mention the Greeks themselves, for centuries. 

The question that nags is this: Why? Or, more precisely, why here? Why 

did this well-lit but otherwise unremarkable land give rise to a people 
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unlike any other the world had seen, a people, as the great classicist Hum- 

phrey Kitto put it, “not very numerous, not very powerful, not very orga- 

nized, who had a totally new conception of what human life was for, and 

showed for the first time what the human mind was for”? 

This incredible flourishing didn’t last long. Yes, “classical Greece” is 

officially considered a 186-year period, but the apex of that civilization, 

sandwiched between two wars, only lasted twenty-four years. In human 

history, that’s a lightning flash across the summer sky, the flicker of a vo- 

tive candle, a tweet. Why so brief ? 

Ancient Greece. As the taxi slows to a crawl (rush-hour traffic not being 

something the ancients had to contend with), I ponder those two words. 

They make me shrink, embarrassed by how much I don’t know, bored 

with the little I do. When I think of the Greeks—if I think of them at all— 

images of gray men joylessly pondering life’s imponderables spring to 

mind. What can they possibly do for me? I have bills to pay and e-mails to 

send and deadlines to meet. The ancient Greeks seem about as relevant 

to my life as the rings of Saturn, or trigonometry. 

Not for the first or last time, I am wrong. The truth is, no ancient 

peoples are more alive, more relevant today, than the Greeks. We are all a 

little bit Greek, whether we know it or not. If you’ve ever voted or served 

on a jury or watched a movie or read a novel or sat around with a group of 

friends drinking wine and talking about anything from last night’s football 

game to the nature of truth, you can thank the Greeks. If you’ve ever had 

a rational thought or asked Why? or gazed at the night sky in silent wonder, 

then you have had a Greek moment. If you’ve ever spoken English, you 

can thank the Greeks. So many of our words sprang from their rich lan- 

guage that a Greek prime minister once gave an entire speech, in English, 

using only Greek-derived words. Yes, the Greeks brought us democracy, 

science, and philosophy, but we can also thank (or curse) them for writ- 

ten contracts, silver and bronze coins, taxes, writing, schools, commercial 

loans, technical handbooks, large sailing ships, shared-risk investment, ab- 

sentee landlordism. Nearly every part of our lives is inspired by the Greeks, 

including the very notion of inspiration. “We think and feel differently be- 

cause of the Greeks,” concludes historian Edith Hamilton. 
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My taxi stops in front of a tired three-story building that, except for 

a small sign that says TONY’S HOTEL, is indistinguishable from all the other 

tired three-story buildings. I step into the alleged lobby, a white-tiled room 

that looks more like someone’s basement, piled high with rickety chairs, 

broken coffee machines—possessions you no longer need but, out of sen- 

timentality or inertia, can’t bear to part with. Like Greece itself, Tony’s 

Hotel has seen better days. 

So has Tony. The Greek sun has etched deep lines on his face; the 

Greek cuisine has inflated his gut to monumental proportions. Tony is 

all rough edges and sweetness, a throwback to an older, drachma Greece. 

Less euro; more endearing. Like many Greeks, Tony is a natural per- 

former. He speaks a little more loudly than necessary and swings his arms 

in large, theatrical motions, no matter how mundane the topic at hand. 

It’s as if he’s auditioning for Greek Idol. All the time. 

I plop down on my bed and thumb through the small library of books 

I’ve packed, a whimsical collection curated from the vast ocean of ink that 

ancient Greece has spawned. My eyes are drawn to a quirky, little volume 

called Daily Life in Athens at the Time of Pericles. It’s a pleasing antidote to 

the usual history, which is written from a mountaintop and is as dry as a 

desert. Historians typically track wars and upheavals and sweeping ideo- 

logical movements like so many weather systems. Most of us, though, 

don’t experience weather that way. We experience it down here, not as a 

massive low-pressure system but as sheets of rain that slicken our hair, a 

crack of thunder that rattles our insides, a Mediterranean sun that warms 

our face. And so it is with history. The story of the world is not the story 

of coups and revolutions. It is the story of lost keys and burnt coffee and 

a sleeping child in your arms. History is the untallied sum of a million 

everyday moments. 

Within this quotidian stew genius quietly simmers. Sigmund Freud 

nibbling on his favorite sponge cake at Vienna’s Café Landtmann. Einstein 

staring out the window of the Swiss patent office in Berne. Leonardo da 

Vinci wiping the sweat from his forehead at a hot and dusty Florentine 

workshop. Yes, these geniuses thought big, world-changing thoughts, but 

they did so in small spaces. Down here. All genius, like all politics, is local. 
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From this new, terrestrial vantage point, I learn much about the ancient 

Greeks. I learn that they loved to dance and wonder what exactly trans- 

pired during such numbers as “Stealing the Meat” and “The Itch.” I learn 

that, before exercising, young men would swathe their bodies with olive 

oil, and that “the manly smell of olive oil in the gymnasium was considered 

sweeter than perfume.” I learn that the Greeks wore no underwear, that 

a unibrow was considered a mark of beauty, that they enjoyed grasshop- 

pers both as pets and as appetizers. I learn a lot, but besides these peccadil- 

loes, I learn what the Greeks produced, not how they produced it, and it is 

the how that I am determined to nail down. 

But first, I need something the ancient Greeks didn’t have: coffee. The 

nectar of the gods shouldn’t be imbibed just anywhere, though. Location 

matters. 

For me, cafés are a kind of second home, a prime example of what 

sociologist Ray Oldenburg calls a “great good place.” The food and drink 

are irrelevant, or nearly so. What matters is the atmosphere—not the 

tablecloths or the furniture but a more intangible ambience, one that en- 

courages guilt-free lingering and strikes just the right balance of back- 

ground din and contemplative silence. 

I don’t know about the ancients, but twenty-first-century Greeks are 

not exactly early risers. At 8:00 a.m. I have the streets to myself, save the 

occasional storekeeper coaxing the sleep from his eyes, and a handful of 

policemen outfitted in full RoboCop riot gear—a reminder that, like its 

ancient self, modern Athens is a city on edge. 

I follow Tony’s directions, which he conveyed with wild, swinging 

arcs, and turn onto a pleasant pedestrian walkway, lined with cafés and 

small shops, epitomizing the sense of community that characterized 

ancient Athens. Here I find my great good place. It’s called the Bridge. 

An appropriate name, I decide, since I’m attempting the quixotic task of 

bridging the centuries. 

The Bridge is nothing fancy, just a few outdoor tables facing Draco 

Street, positioned as if the customers were theatergoers and the street the 
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theater. In cafés like this the Greeks indulge in their national pastime: sit- 

ting. The Greeks sit in groups and they sit alone. They sit in the summer 

sun and they sit in the winter chill. They don’t need a chair to do their 

sitting either. An empty curb or a discarded cardboard box will do nicely. 

Nobody sits like the Greeks. 

I manage a kalimera, good morning, and join the other sitters at the 

Bridge. I order an espresso and warm my hands on the cup. A morning nip 

lingers in the air, but I can tell, already, that it’s shaping up to be another 

fine Greek day. “We may be bankrupt, but we still have great weather,” 

Tony had announced, triumphantly, as I headed out. He has a point. Not 

only the sublime light but three hundred days of cloudless skies and little 

humidity. Might climate explain Athenian genius? 

Alas, no. Climate might have sharpened the ancient Greek mind, 

but it doesn’t explain it. For starters, Greece enjoys essentially the same 

weather today as it did in 450 BC, yet it is no longer a place of genius. 

Also, plenty of golden ages blossomed in less agreeable climes. The bards 

of Elizabethan London, for  instance, performed their magic under  a 

dreary English sky. 

I order a second espresso, and as my brain reboots, I realize that I’m 

getting ahead of myself. Here I am hot on the trail of genius, but do I 

really know what it means? As I said, a genius is someone who makes an 

intellectual or artistic leap, but who decides what qualifies as a leap? 

We do. Francis Galton may have gotten much wrong, but his defini- 

tion of genius, though typically sexist, points to something important: 

“A genius is a man to whom the world deliberately acknowledges itself 

largely indebted.” Admittance to the club of genius is not up to the ge- 

nius but to his peers, and society. It is a public verdict, not a private as- 

sertion. One theory of genius—let’s call it the Fashionista Theory of 

Genius—states this unequivocally. Admission to the club of genius de- 

pends entirely on the whims, the fashion, of the day. “Creativity cannot 

be separated from its recognition,” says psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmi- 

halyi, the main advocate of this theory. Put more bluntly, someone is only 

a genius if we say so. 

At first, this might seem counterintuitive, even blasphemous. Surely, 
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some inviolate aspect of genius must exist separate from public judgment. 

No, say the proponents of this theory, it does not. Take Bach, for ex- 

ample. He was not particularly respected during his lifetime. Only about 

seventy-five years after his death was he declared a “genius.” Before that, 

we assume, he resided in that purgatory “undiscovered genius.” But what 

does that mean? “What—besides unconscious conceit—warrants this be- 

lief ?” asks Csikszentmihalyi. Saying we discovered Bach’s genius is tanta- 

mount to saying that those who came before us were idiots. And what 

if, at some future date, Bach is demoted, banished from the pantheon of 

genius? What does that say about us? 

Other examples abound. When Stravinsky’s ballet Le Sacre du prin 

temps premiered in Paris in 1913, the audience nearly rioted; critics called 

it “perverted.” Today, it is considered a classic. When Monet’s late work 

the Nymphéas first came out, art critics recognized them for what they 

were: the result of the artist’s deteriorating eyesight. Only later, when ab- 

stract expressionism was all the rage, were they declared works of genius. 

Greek vases are another good example of the Fashionista Theory of 

Genius. Today, you can see them displayed in many museums around 

the world. They sit behind bulletproof  glass, armed guards nearby, tour- 

ists gawking at these works of art. That’s not how the Greeks saw them, 

though. For them, the vases served a strictly utilitarian purpose. They 

were everyday objects. Not until the 1970s, when the Metropolitan Mu- 

seum of Art in New York paid more than $1 million for a single vase, was 

Greek pottery elevated to high art. So when exactly did these clay pots 

become works of  genius? We like to think they always were, and that 

only later did we “discover” their genius. That’s one way of looking at it. 

Proponents of the Fashionista Theory of  Genius would argue that they 

became works of  genius in the 1970s when the Metropolitan Museum, 

speaking the language of money, said so. 

The relativity of genius is bubbling in my brain as I order another 

espresso and plan my attack on the Great Greek Mystery. What made 

this place shine? I’ve already eliminated climate. Perhaps it was some- 

thing equally obvious: the rocky terrain, or well-ventilated clothing, or 

the ubiquitous wine? 
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Athens is finally beginning to stir, and the Bridge affords a prime 

viewing spot. I sit back and survey the sea of faces. Are these really the 

offspring of Plato and Socrates? Many academics have asked that same 

question. A number of years ago, an Austrian anthropologist posited that 

modern Greeks were not Plato’s heirs but the descendants of Slavs and 

Albanians who had migrated here centuries later. His theory caused a 

minor uproar in Greece. People balked at the suggestion that they were 

anything other than the children of Plato. “I have no doubt that we are 

the direct descendants of the ancients,” asserted one politician. “We have 

exactly the same vices.” 

And what vices they were! The ancient Greeks were no Boy Scouts. 

They held outlandish, weeklong festivals, drank heroic quantities of wine, 

and never met a sexual act they didn’t like. Despite all these antics, or per- 

haps because of them, Ancient Greece excelled like no other civilization. 

That much is clear. The rest is as murky as a glass of ouzo. In fact, my in- 

vestigation into Ancient Greece encounters its first hiccup when I discover 

there was no such place as Ancient Greece. What did exist were Ancient 

Greeces: hundreds of independent poleis, or city-states, that, while they 

shared a common language and certain cultural traits, were very different, 

as different as, say, Canada and South Africa today. Each polis had its own 

government, its own laws, its own customs—even its own calendar. Sure, 

they occasionally traded goods, competed in athletics, and fought a few 

spectacularly bloody wars, but mostly they ignored one another. 

Why so many Greeces? The answer lies in the land itself. Hilly and 

rocky, it formed natural barriers, cutting off the Greek city-states from 

one another and creating, in effect, islands on the land. No wonder a vari- 

ety pack of microcultures blossomed. 

And thank goodness it did. Nature abhors not only a vacuum but a 

monopoly, too. During times of fragmentation, humanity made its great- 

est creative leaps. This tendency, known as Danilevsky’s law, states that 

peoples are more likely to reach their full creative potential when they 

belong to an independent nation, even if it is tiny. This makes sense. If 

the world is a laboratory of ideas, then the more petri dishes in the lab, 

the better. 


